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‘THE CHANGE NAVIGATOR’

Huw helps corporate leaders transform
themselves, their teams and their
organisations. 

Setting a balanced tone as both
inspirer and instigator, your people will
walk away from Huw’s speeches with a
sense of ownership and insight, to
challenge the status quo and aim for a
bigger, brighter future.

Huw’s conference speeches and workshops have
helped thousands of leaders to think, act and
deliver at a higher level of performance while
leading transformational change. He is a speaker,
mentor and trusted advisor to those seeking to
outperform the average in a rapidly evolving world.

Leading dozens of major consulting projects
across more than 15 industries and four countries,
Huw has become a sought-after thought leader in
executive leadership and enabling behaviour-
change at scale, in organisations. 

Huw's free weekly thought leadership empowers
thousands of subscribers to elevate themselves
and their organisations. Huw also has real
leadership experience. While delivering his
expertise to clients, Huw led the 5x revenue growth
of a consulting startup in under five years, founded
another successful service firm, and leads an NFP
company board as the chair and non-executive
director.

"Huw's expertise has been instrumental
in driving positive change within our
organisation and beyond.’ 

- Rita D’Arcy, Chief People Officer



Awake at the Wheel: 

Help your people take
ownership and pursue the
opportunities in change.

Why an aspirational mindset
always trumps an avoidance
mindset
Re-program common
limiting beliefs to unlock
growth 
Amplify tolerance of
ambiguity and positive
expectancy during change
and uncertainty
Overcome the engrained
psychology & neurobiology
that raises our fear of
change.

Know the Goal, Know
your Role: 

Help your leaders blend
strategic thinking with
behavioural psychology to
enable change, fast.

Why implementing systems
and processes without
behaviour-change is
pointless
Why behaviour-change
should be measured to
ensure it actually occurs
How re-designing work
habits beats training and
comms during change 
Magnify ambition, conquer
fear and increase
motivation.

HUW’S SPEAKING TOPICS

Start with How

Reveal the unspoken truth
about how to change anything,
to unlock agile performance.

Huw’s five-step process to
change behaviour and
improve performance
The science & practical
reality behind why we fail to
allocate adequate time for
change
How to design habits that
make it virtually impossible
not to change
Remove excuses and
confusion during change
through collaboration and
re-setting responsibilities.

WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT HUW
"Huw confidently challenges and supports
senior leaders, ensuring they take
ownership, while bringing out their best."  -
Graham Millett, CEO

“Huw is a world class coach and mentor” -
Kristine Condell, Chief People Officer

"Huw's leadership coaching and facilitation
greatly assisted our executive team to stay
focused on performing at our best." - Jo
Vaughan, Chief People Officer

" Huw has played an instrumental role in who I
am as a leader today" - Gareth Sheriff, General
Manager

“Very grateful for Huw, who is my exceptional
coach.” - Kim McConnie, Chief Marketing
Officer

"Huw is an exceptionally talented individual
who possesses an extraordinary ability to build
relationships. He's a visionary, big-picture
thinker who is also able to dive comfortably
into detail." - Caroline Jack, Director

All speeches are engaging and interactive, blending concepts, stories,
metaphors and providing tools your audience can apply immediately. 



Not ready? Subscribe & stay connected at huwthomas.com.au

enquiry@huwthomas.com.au

www.huwthomas.com.au

Please get in touch for any questions,
speaking or consulting enquiries.

LET’S DO THIS!The same thinking in the
same environment leads to
the same actions and the
same results.

Want better results?

Be open to new ideas, seek
expert insight and embrace
the discomfort of growth.
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